
In response to the video viewed in class… 

Dr. Wells was intelligent and a solid public speaker, on terms of quality and discourse. 

Nevertheless, I’ll give you an example which could come from someone, because there’s so 

many small things even the non-racist person will identify when hearing another speak on this 

fragile topic. When referring to all races getting along, he immediately afterwards references this 

united group then coming together and saying, “black lives matter.” While I typically wouldn’t 

analyze his comment any further, this alone could be considered prejudice. How does he expect 

other ethnic groups to focus on accepting the others more openly, when he himself is focusing 

more on his own people? 

My point here being that although intrigued by this man’s idea, there's two sides of each 

equation. I certainly comprehend where he believes the foundation of his idea lies. On the 

contrary, we must stress the need to solve  arguments occurring when another state’s a racist 

claim. I firmly believe in America, while dismissing any attention being delivered upon our 

current problematic issues concerning racism, and acknowledging where the primal racist issues 

lies, black hate for white people; additionally, the white populations decision, to not except their 

stereotypical claimed behaviors. With a multiplicity of races among the states of America, the 

main issue of concern revolves almost entirely with the black population. Blacks are now 

encouraged to display their racists thoughts publicly (usually through Hollywood) towards the white 

community.  They could get away with writing a completely one-sided paper on this topic at 

hand, without consisting of any practical actions designed towards eliminating this issue, and 

then be rewarded for their efforts afterwards! 

 I'll now attack the main issues of concern which should be challenged, being the cause of 

which I disagree with Wells. Unsuspectedly, my theory will dispel my own prejudices forward to 

be witnessed, however, my internal thoughts are based on, and backed-up with presented facts. 

Correspondingly, being positioned above all myth, I blissfully envision a world where racism is 

altogether itself, established as a part of history without being recognized as a present element of 

our society.  

I believe it's become paramount that we educate all Americans on the true sociology of 

our individual races, as well as, being united Americans. Afterwards, we should albeit referred to 

none-other than Americans when defining our race. Notwithstanding, people need to appreciate 

what other people have accomplished for them, whether originally planned-out by ancestry or a 

pleasant result born from their actions. Some may disagree with the latter comment, but this 

doesn’t entail not holding people responsible for their poor intentions when recording history. 

Although, it would be far more productive to establish and celebrate the positives which are 

taking place presently. This is basic psychology: focus on the good, not the bad. Altogether, we 

must always appreciate and acknowledged nothing, except for that of the truth. I'll explain 

exactly what I mean to install socially, after a few noticeable points, for observation. 

With the Fed catapulting the Jewish population, and their strong unity continually 

facilitating each-other into positions of power in which control most racist issues, they've 

collectively contributed to raising the black-problem in America 
 



The NAACP is not an organization ran by black people as the media portrays, although 

occasionally they bring-in a black spokesperson (cover-man, similar to Lenin) such as Al Sharpton; 

who cares less about black lives, and more about selling out on the basis of which he'll obtain 

millions of dollars. There were zero African-Americans involved, in the commencement of this 

organization. It's a 99% Jewish ran organization, featuring 100% Jewish lawyers. The goal is to 

make African-Americans dislike (or hate) white people for two main reasons. Firstly, to destroy 

the people’s unity, disallowing us to become in-conversant to the truth, and fight back against the 

media and government takeover. Secondly, to scam the American worker out of a significant 

portion of their hard-earned paychecks. Then have these funds go towards, almost exclusively, 

Jewish people and their organizations; except for the miniscule amount - of maybe 1 or 2% 

which may actually go towards the black community. This powerful organization has always 

promoted the vision of harsh treatment by whites towards blacks. This has undoubtedly been 

their goal since the early 20th century, and is definitely not designed to help deplete racism, but 

only to inspire the augmentation of racism. This organization, and many others likewise, are 

considered to me as a despondent part of our history; a disheartening part of our history. 

One third, of all the white Europeans in the 13 colonies were slaves. The first slaves in 

America were whites. (and the last to be slaves). These servants would typically have freedom 

contracts – I will transport you for free, into the New World, and you’ll remain my servant for 

seven yrs. The reality for these servant, however, was nowhere to go afterwards, most just 

remained servants to survive, and a high majority of servants remain slaves until they eventually 

died from the lifestyle. 

African Americans actually possessed state laws designed to relieve then from their 

service. Many states down south would grant them absolute freedom at age 31. Not all blacks in 

the south were slaves at any time. Now of course they had nowhere to go find work at descent 

pay to support their families, and most simply chose to remain a slave. Nonetheless, the white 

slaves had nowhere to go neither, and went down in our history as the first large population of 

slaves in the U.S. The simple point here is our history has been rewritten, and we now teach our 

children a different history than is the truth. The blacks were also allowed to have women and 

increase their numbers with many children. 

 Approximately 11 million African slaves were transported across the Atlantic to 

the New World. Less than 4 million would come to halt in the United States. The treatment of 

blacks in Brazil is presently to a great degree worse in nature, than that of our inherent country. 

Starting right out with the fact their national emancipation to end slavery was later than the U.S. 

For the Africans who luckily ended up in the U.S. which has now become a futuristic intelligent 

alien world, or at least the original slaves from Africa would unequivocally thought so. If they 

knew what their grand-children, and great-great grand-children, etcetera, were to inherit by 

themselves by coming here as slaves, then I would assuredly hope they would’ve said yes to 

slavery in North America. Choosing it over remaining in Africa where death awaits them, 

because they were all label to be slaves, or to be exterminated by their own people in Africa. The 

moment they stepped on those unforgiving slave ship, an arduous struggle to stay alive was 

commenced. Nonetheless, at this point their lives were spared if they could only endure more 

harsh treatment and unthinkable living conditions. 



My ancestors spent many more centuries of slavery, and unimaginable warfare to succeed 

myself into the current position of which I now reside. They need to be honored for battling 

through monumental obstacles, also enduring punishing treatment, and surviving to preserve the 

race so I now have a life. As we look at the history of the world, the Holy Land, the Hittites, 

Slavs, Norsemen, to Anglo-Saxons, we must analyze the degree of all’s suffering and 

accomplishments. This is why so much negative attention to U.S. slavery is absurd. Yes, I hate 

the Merchants and slave-owners treatment as much as anyone; it makes me sick to discuss their 

behavior. Nobody right now, in this present day is a slave, that’s all in the past, so let’s focus our 

goals and attention on the positive. 

Never in the complete history of mankind, has an ethnic group of people ever advanced 

so much with such little hardship and suffering to go through. Actually, the blacks should be 

laughing at us for coming along, stealing everything from us, and now living among us. Then the 

whites should laugh and say, “you bastards, but we love ya for enriching our culture. It would be 

awfully boring without ya.” 

In Africa they had no written language or proper eating utensils; this is the truth. Now 

blacks walk around using cellular phones, sending invisible signals to a satellite in outer-space, 

then returning to acquire a nearby phone tower, and finally these invisible signals enter their 

phones and ears – all within the matter of seconds!  

A few generations of slavery, in the best part of the world to be a slave, was all they 

needed to now have such enlightening opportunities. Slavery across the Atlantic was a terrible 

thing when the Spanish and Portuguese began bringing large numbers across. We shouldn’t ever 

glorify slavery when speaking of history. Then again, we should never be beating it in the heads 

of blacks that modern white people owe them anything.  

During the 18th century many whites were becoming captives and forced into slavery 

throughout the Ottoman Empire. The famous U.S.S. Constitution which resides as part of the 

Freedom Trail in Boston which defeated the British in the War of 1812, was not constructed to 

fight the British. It was built the decade before to engage in the Barbary Wars, in the 

Mediterranean where many white Americans were forced into slavery. After the Emancipation 

Proclamation to free the blacks in the states, white Americans remained slaves in Northern 

Africa all the way up to the early 20th century. 

The culmination of this paper is that there’s absolutely no need whatsoever, for the issue 

African American slavery to be a typical topic of concern in modern times. Yet it remains the 

main force of aggression between blacks and whites, which unfortunately only contributes to 

everlasting racist comments, coming from both sides of the equation. 

When slavery is mentioned:   

The white’s should show remorse and honor the incredible torment put unjustifiably on 

the African slaves. 

The blacks should honor the hundreds-of-thousands of white soldiers who gave their 

lives, destroying their families in the process, to conquer the south and free all black men. 

Conclusion, race’s shouldn’t be selfish when researching the past. 

The truth about slavery should be taught properly. 

Slavery should be a subject very seldom spoke of in modern times. 

 
*it’s time for the 45th episode to occur 



 After the privatization of our (misleadingly named) Federal Reserve, the Jews seeking 

domination over the media, now forced new laws helping their cause. Unlike the rest of the 

world which views mainly world news events on a daily occurrence, the U.S. withholds any 

news attempting to be imported from outside the states. Unless, this news is approved by a 

special wing of our government which targets anything anti-Semitic, a revised (true) version of 

U.S. history or current events, and anything which disclosures their use of media for propaganda. 

. They’ve assumed control over all school-system text books. Indeed, this now includes Catholic 

schools where the terms B.C. and A.D; meaning the year of our Lord, have been forcibly 

removed. (B.C.E. / C.E.). Not to mention, the endless unequivocally phony organizations all 

designed to make the public hear the complaints of blacks, make whites out to be the instigators, 

(as far as, overall in history), while the black communities remains receiving the ‘shaft’ from these 

organizations. Thus, the Jews seeking funds to aid the blacks (which mostly become stolen from our 

paychecks in form of taxes) simply retain any funds accumulated with the phony organization, In 

Christian terms this undoubtedly is defined as stealing. Of ‘course, they fail to view it a such. 

They may privately acknowledge ripping off the blacks they made promises too. (maybe). They 

may even be happy they scammed the working class into using their tax money to acquire funds 

for the organization. Yes, they may be proud the earned more profit for their friends the Federal 

Reserve. Nevertheless, what they fail to comprehend as part of their genetic make-up is the fact 

that the organization was commenced with prior knowledge of its deceit and aim to use others. 

The entire operation was nothing more than theft. There isn’t  noble actions involved here ad 

they should be embarrassed and feel as no more than untruthful thieves, not productive workers 

earning an income while contributing to society, a community, a company; anything? The only 

concern involved is their own profit, which certainly isn’t Christian, but okay they can try to 

make as much money for themselves as they so desire, but accomplished through a method of 

stealing?      *it’s time for the 45th episode to occur 

 

  


